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ABSTRACT: Biodegradable polymer/bioceramic composites scaffold can overcome the limitation of conventional ceramic bone substitutes such as brittleness and difficulty in shaping. To better mimic the mineral component and the microstructure of natural bone, novel nano-hydroxyapatite (NHA)/polymer composite scaffolds with high porosity and well-controlled pore architectures as well as high exposure of the bioactive ceramics to the scaffold surface is developed for efficient bone tissue engineering. In this article, regular and highly interconnected porous poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA)/NHA scaffolds are fabricated by thermally induced phase separation technique. The effects of solvent composition, polymer concentration, coarsening temperature, and coarsening time as well as NHA content on the micro-morphology, mechanical properties of the PLGA/NHA scaffolds are investigated. The results show that pore size of the PLGA/NHA scaffolds decrease with the increase of PLGA concentration and NHA content. The introduction of NHA greatly increase the mechanical properties and water absorption ability which greatly increase with the increase of NHA content. Mesenchymal stem cells are seeded and cultured in
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three-dimensional (3D) PLGA/NHA scaffolds to fabricate in vitro tissue engineering bone, which is investigated by adhesion rate, cell morphology, cell numbers, and alkaline phosphatase assay. The results display that the PLGA/NHA scaffolds exhibit significantly higher cell growth, alkaline phosphatase activity than PLGA scaffolds, especially the PLGA/NHA scaffolds with 10 wt.% NHA. The results suggest that the newly developed PLGA/NHA composite scaffolds may serve as an excellent 3D substrate for cell attachment and migration in bone tissue engineering.
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### INTRODUCTION

In the tissue engineering approach, the temporary three-dimensional (3D) scaffold serves an important role in the manipulation of the functions of osteoblasts and a central role in the guidance of new bone formation into desired shapes. In principle, a biodegradable matrix with sufficient mechanical strength, optimized architecture and suitable degradation rate, which could finally be replaced by newly formed bone, is most desirable. Over the past decade, the main goal of bone tissue engineering has been to develop biodegradable materials as bone graft substitutes for filling large bone defects [1–3].

Hydroxyapatite (HA) is a bioactive, biocompatible, osteoconductive and osteoinductive ceramic material [4]. Its biocompatibility is thought to be due to its chemical and structural similarity to the mineral phase of native bone [5]. However, its clinical applications have been limited because of its brittleness, difficulty of shaping [6], and an extremely slow degradation rate [7]. In addition, HA has poor mechanical properties and the newly formed bone in a porous HA network cannot sustain the mechanical loading needed for remodeling [6]. Recent research also suggests that better osteoconductivity would be achieved if synthetic HA could resemble bone mineral more in composition, size, and morphology [8,9]. In addition, nano-sized HA may have other special properties due to its small size and huge specific surface area. Webster et al. [10,11] have shown significant increase in protein adsorption and osteoblast adhesion on the nano-sized ceramic materials compared to traditional micro-sized ceramic materials.

Biodegradable polyesters such as poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), and their copolymers (PLGA), have been widely used for the preparation of 3D scaffolds for bone tissue engineering application because of their good biocompatibility and biodegradability as well as the innocuity of their degradation products. Although all these materials
have been approved by Food and Drug Administration (FDA), most of them are poor in cell affinity which limits their application in tissue engineering [12,13] and are too flexible and too weak to meet the mechanical strength requirement [14–16]. Moreover, the acidic substance from their degradation could accelerate their degradation in return, and hence induce inflammatory reactions [17,18]. To combine the osteoconductivity of calcium phosphates and good biodegradability of polyesters, polymer/ceramic composite scaffolds have been developed for bone tissue engineering either by direct mixing or by a biomimetic approach [19–21]. Compared to plain polymer scaffolds in which neo tissue matrix was formed only in surface layer (<240 μm) [22], the composite scaffolds supported cells, growth and neo tissue formation throughout the scaffold including in the very center of the scaffold [23].

Over the past few years, many methods of preparation of scaffolds, such as porogen leaching [24–26], gas expansion [27], and emulsion drying [28], have been reported. Recently, a new method of freeze-drying via thermally induced phase separation (TIPS) was developed and received great attention in industrial applications for the preparation of polyester scaffolds [29,30].

In this article, porous poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA/Nano-hydroxyapatite) (NHA) scaffolds would be fabricated by TIPS technique, and the effect of solvent composition, polymer concentration, coarsening time, and temperature as well as NHA content on the microstructure and properties of scaffolds were investigated. Rabbit mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) were seeded and cultured in 3D PLGA/NHA scaffolds to fabricate in vitro tissue engineering bone, which was studied by adhesion rate, cell morphology, cell numbers, and alkaline phosphatase (ALP) assay.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Poly(D,L-lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) (72/28), $M_w = 165,920$, $P_I = 1.82$, and NHA powder, $D_n = 96$ nm, was provided by our lab. 1,4-dioxane, analytical quality, was provided by National Pharmaceutical Group Co. (China). The water used was twice-distilled deionized water.

Cloud-point Temperature Measurements

The cloud-point temperature of a polymer solution depends on the solvent and composition. In this article, the solvent was a mixture of distilled water and 1,4-dioxane with the volume ratio of 87/13 or 85/15.
The cloud point was measured as described in the following: the cloud-point temperatures of the PLGA/1,4-dioxane/water ternary systems were determined by visual turbidimetry. PLGA was dissolved in a 1,4-dioxane/water mixture in various concentration (2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 wt.%) with a magnetic stirrer by heating at 60°C for 2 h. The sample was then maintained as a clear solution at a temperature ca. 15°C above the expected cloud-point temperature. This solution was then slowly cooled in steps of 1°C, equilibrating the system for 10 min at each new temperature. The cloud-point temperature was considered as the temperature at which the clear PLGA solution turned to be turbid visually as determined by visual inspection. The error range was approximately ±1°C.

Preparation of Scaffolds

The preparation of scaffolds can be divided into two parts. The first one is about the determination of the cloud-point temperature of the polymer solution. The second one is about the preparation of the scaffolds.

Figure 1 is the process of TIPS technique for PLGA/NHA scaffold preparation. First, NHA powders were dispersed in 1,4-dioxane/water mixture by ultrasonication. Second, PLGA was added into the solution when the NHA powders have been dispersed in the mixture uniformly. Third, the PLGA/NHA compounds were heated at 65°C in the ultrasonator until the mixed solution turned into homogeneous PLGA/NHA solution. Then the tube of dissolved sample was heated to 15°C above the measured cloud-point temperature, after which it was quickly dipped into a constant temperature bath maintained at the desired quenching temperature (5 or 9°C). The tube was removed from the quenching bath after (0.5, 2, 4, 6 or 8 h) to observe the coarsening effect. The annealed sample was immediately immersed in liquid nitrogen to be fast frozen. At last, the sample was freeze-dried at -60°C and 14 Pa for at least 48 h to remove the solvents, yielding the porous scaffolds.

Characterization of Scaffolds

Morphology Characterization

The porous morphology of the PLGA/NHA scaffolds was investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S-2360N). Fracture-frozen cross sections of the scaffold, taken either in a longitudinal or transverse way, were coated with gold and observed under SEM at an accelerating voltage of 20 KV.
Porosity

The porosity of the PLGA/NHA scaffolds was measured by liquid displacement method. Absolute ethanol with density $\rho$ was used as displacement liquid and operated at 25°C, because it can penetrate easily into the scaffolds and would not induce shrinkage or swelling as a nonsolvent of the PLGA. The samples, pycnometer and ethanol were kept at 25°C for 4 h before testing. A pycnometer filled full with ethanol was weighed, $W_1$. A scaffold sample of weight $W_S$ was immersed into the bottle full of ethanol, and then the bottle was surged slowly until the air in the scaffold was all moved out. At last, the pycnometer was refilled with ethanol and was weighed, $W_2$. The scaffold saturated with ethanol was taken out of the pycnometer and then the pycnometer was weighed, $W_3$.

The volume of the scaffold sample is $V_s = (W_1 - W_2 + W_S)/\rho$, while the total volume of the pores in it is $V_p = (W_2 - W_3 - W_S)/\rho$. The porosity of the tested sample is

$$\varepsilon = \frac{V_p}{V_p + V_s} = \frac{W_2 - W_3 - W_S}{W_1 - W_3}$$

Figure 1. The preparation of PLGA/NHA scaffold by TIPS.
Mechanical Properties

The compression strength of scaffold was tested using a computer-controlled DXLL-5000 mechanical tester and a crosshead speed of 5 mm/min was used. Each sample has dimensions of 16 mm in diameter and 3 mm in thickness. Five specimens of each sample were tested and the average compression strength of the five specimens was the compression strength of the sample.

Water Absorption Ability

Samples weighed as $W_1$ were immersed and soaked in twice-distilled water, and were taken out to weigh as $W_2$ after 1, 2, 4, 8, 12 and 24 h. Then, the water absorption rate for samples at different times is \( \frac{(W_2 - W_1)}{W_1} \times 100\% \).

MSCs Culture and Cells Seeding

Seeding of Scaffolds

Rabbit MSCs were obtained from the tibia of an immature (2 months old) white New Zealand rabbit as described by Solchaga et al [31]. The MSCs were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). Third-passage cells were used for the experiments.

The PLGA scaffolds (10 × 5 × 5 mm) were prewetted in a culture medium DMEM, Gibco for 24 h after being disinfected by $^{60}$Co. The MSCs were suspended at the concentration of $1 \times 10^7$ cells/mL, and 0.1 mL of the cells suspension was poured onto each scaffold. The scaffolds were left undisturbed in an incubator for 3 h to allow the cells to attach to the scaffolds, and then the scaffolds were covered with 2 mL of media (DMEM). The cell/scaffold constructs were cultured in a humidified incubator at 37°C with 5% (v/v) CO$_2$ and the media was supplemented and changed every three days.

Cell Numbers

After cultured for different days, the specimens were taken out of the culture media and rinsed twice and then 0.7 mL assimilation liquid (0.25% trypsin and 0.02% EDTA) was put into the specimens to assimilate for 3–5 min. After assimilation ended using 0.1 mL FBS, the liquid in the specimens was squeezed out and the cells were counted by cells count board.
**Alkaline Phosphatase Assay**  
The ALP production of osteoblasts cultured on scaffolds was measured spectroscopically \((n = 3)\). The osteoblast/scaffold constructs seeded for 3, 7, 14 days were washed three times with PBS (1M, pH 7.4), and sonicated for 4 min on ice. Aliquots of 20 \(\mu\)L were incubated with 1 mL of a \(p\)-nitrophenyl phosphate solution (16 mM, Sigma) at 30°C for up to 5 min. The production of \(p\)-nitrophenol in the presence of ALP was measured by monitoring light absorbance at 410 nm.

**Cell Morphology**  
The surface morphologies of cells/scaffold constructs were examined using a ESEM (EFEG-SEM, Quanta 200 FEG, FEI Company). The samples were washed twice with PBS, prefixed in 1% (v/v) buffered glutaraldehyde for 1 h, and fixed in 0.1% (v/v) buffered formaldehyde for 24 h. The fixed sample was observed in room temperature through ESEM.

**Statistical Analysis**  
Quantitative data were expressed as the mean ± SD. Statistical comparisons were carried out using analysis of variance (ANOVA, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). A value of \(p<0.05\) was considered to be statistically significant.

**RESULTS**

**The Phase Diagram of PLGA Solution**  
The cloud-point temperature of each PLGA/1,4-dioxane/water ternary systems was determined as the temperature at which a slowly cooled solution was visually judged to have become turbid, which seems to be induced by liquid–liquid demixing between solvent and nonsolvent.

Figure 2 shows the cloud-point/composition phase diagram of the PLGA/1,4-dioxane/water ternary system. The solvent/nonsolvent ratio were 87/13 and 85/15 by volume, respectively. For two of the ternary systems, the cloud-point temperatures increase slightly with increasing polymer concentration. The cloud-point temperature (~20°C) of the PLGA system is dramatically increased when the water content in the solvent mixture is increased. This indicates that liquid–liquid demixing depends mainly on the water content of the solvent mixture. Similar behavior has been observed by Hua et al. [32] research.
It must be pointed that although Figure 2 shows the Phase diagram of cloud-point temperature versus polymer composition of the PLGA/1,4-dioxane/water ternary system, it also indicates the phase diagram of PLGA/NHA/1,4-dioxane/water quaternary system because NHA has very little influence on the cloud-point temperature.

Figure 2. Phase diagram of cloud-point temperature vs polymer composition of the PLGA-1,4-dioxane-water ternary system.

Effect of Solvent Composition

Hua et al. [32] has reported that solvent composition strongly influenced scaffold morphology. To compare the effects of different solvents on the dispersing behavior of NHA powders and microstructure of the final products, PLGA/NHA (95/5) scaffolds from 10% (w/v) PLGA in the two kinds of 1,4-dioxane/water solvent mentioned earlier were prepared. Both of them were coarsened for 4 h at same quenching depth (the temperature difference between cloud-point and coarsening temperature) 10°C, i.e., 9°C for 1,4-dioxane/water 87/13 and 28°C for 85/15. The corresponding SEM is illustrated in Figure 3. Macroporous (>100 μm) scaffolds were obtained from both solutions, while the
scaffold from PLGA/NHA in 87/13 solvent is much more interconnected and regular than that from 85/15 solvent.

**Effect of Polymer Concentration**

The effect of polymer concentration in 1,4-dioxane/water (87/13) mixture on scaffold morphology was investigated by taking SEM images of the structure of the scaffolds from 8 and 10% (w/v) PLGA/dioxane/water mixtures. Both the PLGA solutions were coarsened at 5°C for 4 h, so the quenching depth of them are 9°C and 14°C, respectively. The SEM (Figure 4) shows they have different morphology. The pore structure of the former is much more uniform, with a lot of highly interconnected pores ranging from 50 to 200 μm. The small pores are settled in the big one and linked with each other. However, although the latter also contain many pores, most of the pores are too small (10–40 μm) and isolated with each other.

To verify whether the same phenomenon appears in PLGA/NHA system or not, PLGA/NHA (95/5 by weight) scaffolds were prepared from 8 and 10% (w/v) PLGA/NHA/dioxane/water mixtures solution. The solutions were also coarsened at 5°C (quenching depth are 9°C and 14°C, respectively) for 4 h and similar phenomenon was observed. Data plotted in Figure 5 shows the great difference between the microstructure of two composite scaffolds prepared. For the system with a lower polymer concentration (8%), open macro-pores (about 100 μm) are distributed in the whole sample uniformly, while the one prepared from higher polymer concentration (10%) seems like a rugged flat without any pores but with rough and irregular surface. Even though the high concentration of polymer solutions have larger driving force because of larger
quenching depth for phase separation, the microstructure seems more irregular. This can be explained in terms of the prevention of phase separation due to the viscosity increase caused by high concentration of PLGA solution.

The porosity of the four scaffolds discussed previously is presented in Table 1. The porosity decreases with the increase of polymer concentration. The porosity was also greatly decreased because of introduction of NHA in polymer solution. These results are consistent with that of SEM images. Both of the scaffolds prepared from 8 wt.% PLGA solution have high porosity of >84%, which was helpful for cell’s adhesion and proliferation.

Figure 4. SEM micrographs of PLGA scaffolds prepared from PLGA/dioxane mixture (1,4-dioxane/water, 87/13) with different polymer concentrations at coarsening temperature of 5°C for 4 h: (a) 8% (w/v) PLGA/dioxane mixture and (b) 10% (w/v) PLGA/dioxane mixture.

Figure 5. SEM micrographs of PLGA/NHA (PLGA/NHA: 95/5) scaffolds prepared from PLGA/NHA/dioxane mixture (1,4-dioxane/water, 87/13) with different polymer concentrations at coarsening temperature of 5°C for 4 h: (a) 8% (w/v) PLGA/dioxane mixture and (b) 10% (w/v) PLGA/dioxane mixture.
Effect of Quenching Time and Temperature

Quenching temperature and time have dominating effect on the final microstructure of the scaffolds and play very important role in controlling scaffold formation [32]. Figure 6 illustrates SEM images of PLGA scaffolds from 8% (w/v) PLGA/dioxane/water mixtures (1,4-dioxane/water, 87/13) at the same coarsening temperatures (5°C) (quenching depth, 9°C) during different quenching time. Spinodal separation was expected for these systems. As can be seen in

Table 1. Porosity of the PLGA/NHA scaffolds prepared by TIPS method with different PLGA concentrations (SD ± 5%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>PLGA concentration (wt %)</th>
<th>Porosity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLGA/NHA: 100/0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>91.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLGA/NHA: 100/0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>79.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLGA/NHA: 95/5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>84.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLGA/NHA: 95/5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>63.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. SEM images of PLGA scaffolds prepared from 8% (w/v) PLGA/dioxane/water mixtures (1,4-dioxane/water, 87/13) at different quenching time (a) 2 h; (b) 4 h; and (c) 8 h.
Figure 6, open, large, and regularly porous structures are observed during the early stage of phase separation (<2 h). Generally, after a short time, phase separation entered the coarsening process during which the thermodynamic driving force comes from minimizing the interfacial tension. The foams prepared by coarsening for 2 and 4 h have similar morphology, and the former shows relatively uniform pores ranging from 30 to 180 μm while the latter indicates irregular pores ranging from 50 to 250 μm. Both of them are macroporous and interconnected. But the foams prepared by quenching for 8 h show very different microstructure from the twos. In the surface, it has many big pores with size at about 200–800 μm, which contain lots of small open pores. This structure may be due to coarsening process occurring via a coalescence mechanism in which larger porous structure are produced by the combination of smaller structure [32].

Data plotted in Figure 7 shows the SEM micrographs of PLGA/NHA foam prepared from 10% (w/v) PLGA/NHA/dioxane/water mixtures (1,4-dioxane/water, 87/13) at different quenching temperatures. Even though the PLGA/NHA solution quenching at 5°C has larger driving force for phase separation, the scaffold made from it shows irregular and small pores.

Effect of NHA Content

The effects of NHA content on the structure of PLGA/NHA foams also have been investigated by varying the NHA amount in the PLGA/NHA foams while maintaining the PLGA concentration constant. Scanning electron micros image shows that the microscope structure of the foam changes considerably with the NHA content (Figure 8). Figure 8 shows

![Figure 7. SEM micrographs of PLGA/NHA (PLGA/NHA, 95/5) scaffolds prepared from 10% (w/v) PLGA/NHA/dioxane/water mixtures (1,4-dioxane/water, 87/13) by different quenching temperatures: (a) 9°C and (b) 5°C.](image-url)
SEM micrographs of PLGA/NHA scaffolds prepared from 10% (w/v) PLGA/dioxane/water mixtures (1,4-dioxane/water, 87/13) with different NHA content after being coarsened at 9°C for 4 h. When the NHA content is low, regular circular pore structure similar to those in pure PLGA foam are observed, and the pore size is about 50–100 μm in diameter (Figure 8a). Most of the pores are connected with their neighbors and have many small pores on the big pore’s wall, which entitles the foam’s novel connectivity and makes it more suitable to serve as scaffolds for cells seeding and nutrients transporting in tissue engineering. By increasing the NHA content, the pore structure becomes more and more irregular. When the PLGA/NHA ratio is up to 80:20, the pore structure becomes so irregular that very little regular circular pore structure is observed and some of the pores are closed. These results have demonstrated that the pore structure of the PLGA foam can be modified by the incorporation of NHA. This conclusion is consistent with that of Zhang and Ma [33] research. From the above

Figure 8. SEM micrographs of PLGA/NHA scaffolds prepared from 10% (w/v) PLGA/dioxane/water mixtures (1,4-dioxane/water, 87/13) with different NHA content after coarsened at 9°C for 4 h: (a) PLGA/NHA, 95/5; (b) PLGA/NHA, 90/10; and (c) PLGA/NHA, 80/20.
conclusion, it is guessed that the porosity of the samples would decrease with the increase of NHA powders, consequently. The porosity of PLGA/NHA scaffolds with different NHA content proves that point (Figure 9).

However, different from the pore size and porosity of the PLGA/NHA scaffold, the water absorption ability and compression strength of PLGA/NHA scaffold increase with the introduction of NHA. As presented in Figure 10, the PLGA/NHA shows improved water absorption ability with the introduction of NHA in the composite scaffolds, while the pure PLGA shows very poor water absorption ability. The enhanced water absorption ability because of the introduction of NHA may be contributed to the interaction between scaffolds and water because of the P-OH groups on the surface of NHA powders. It can be seen from Figure 9 that the scaffolds with NHA take water very rapidly at the very beginning, and the porous structure of the composite scaffolds would make it easy to take in more water.

The NHA content also has a remarkable effect on mechanical properties of the porous scaffolds. Data plotted in Figure 11 suggested that the compression strength of PLGA/NHA scaffolds increases with the increase in NHA contents. The compression strength of PLGA scaffold without NHA is 0.72 MPa, while the compression strength of PLGA scaffold with 25% NHA reaches 2.53 MPa.

![Figure 9. Porosity of PLGA/NHA scaffolds prepared from 10% (w/v) PLGA/NHA/dioxane/water mixture (1,4-dioxane/water, 87/13) after being coarsened at 9°C for 4 h with different NHA contents (SD ± 5%).](image-url)
Figure 10. Water absorption ability of PLGA/NHA scaffolds with different NHA contents as a function of soaking time (SD ± 5%). ■ 0 Wt.% • 5 Wt.% ▲ 10 Wt.% ▼ 15 Wt.% △ 20 Wt.% ◀ 25 Wt.%

Figure 11. Compression strength of PLGA/NHA scaffolds with different NHA contents (SD ± 5%).
MSCs Culture on PLGA/NHA Scaffolds

In this study, the scaffolds made of PLGA/NHA with various NHA content were investigated for the application as substrates for MSCs. The changes in cell numbers at 3, 5, and 7 days after loading MSCs to the scaffolds were monitored to verify whether MSCs could adhere to and proliferate on the scaffolds or not. The scaffolds used for MSCs seeding are prepared from PLGA, PLGA/NHA (5%), PLGA/NHA (10%) produced by TIPS method with porosity of 91.1, 84.2 (shown in Table 1) and 83.1%, and pore sizes of 100–200\(\mu\)m shown in Figures 6(a), 8(a), and (b), respectively. The adhesion rate after 4 h in culture and proliferation of the seeded MSCs over the 7-day in vitro culture period are shown in Figure 12.

The initial cell seeding density was \(1.00 \times 10^6\) cells/sample, and the adhesion percentage of PLGA, PLGA/NHA (5%), PLGA/NHA (10%) scaffolds is 34, 38 and 42%, respectively after 4 h in culture, as shown in Figure 12(a). Osteoblasts grew more rapidly in the PLGA/NHA scaffolds than in the PLGA scaffolds without NHA during the 1-week culture period. Three days later, the cell numbers grown on PLGA/NHA (5%) and PLGA/NHA (10%) scaffolds reached \(2.10 \times 10^6\) and \(2.20 \times 10^6\), and showed no significant difference between the two scaffolds, but they showed significant difference from the PLGA scaffold without NHA on which \(1.80 \times 10^6\) cells were grown on. Five days later, the cell numbers grown on PLGA/NHA (5%) and PLGA/NHA (10%) scaffolds reached \(4.36 \times 10^6\) and \(4.52 \times 10^6\) and showed no significant difference between the two scaffolds. However, seven days later, the cell numbers grown on PLGA/NHA (5%) and PLGA/NHA (10%) scaffolds reached \(6.98 \times 10^6\) and \(7.31 \times 10^6\) and showed significant difference between the two scaffolds. The cell numbers grown on the PLGA/NHA scaffold showed great significant difference from the cell numbers grown on the PLGA scaffolds without NHA.

Alkaline Phosphatase Activity (ALP)

In this study, the optical density (OD), reflecting the total activity of ALP in cells is shown as a function of culture time of cells seeded on the scaffolds; an increase of OD indicates cell adhesion and proliferation in the scaffold. The ALP activity (see Figure 13) of the osteoblasts cultured on PLGA and PLGA/NHA (5%, 10%) scaffolds increased during the 2-week culture period. Three days later, the ALP of osteoblasts grown on the three kinds of scaffolds did not show significant difference. Seven days later, the osteoblast on the PLGA/NHA (5%, 10%) scaffolds showed
Figure 12. (a) The adhesion rate of MSCs on the PLGA/NHA scaffolds after seeding for 4 h and (b) The number of MSCs attached in the PLGA/NHA scaffolds as a function of time.
significant higher ($p<0.05$) levels of ALP activity compared to the osteoblasts on the PLGA scaffold without NHA. However, 14 days later, the osteoblasts on the PLGA/NHA (5%) scaffold showed very significant difference from the osteoblasts on the PLGA scaffold without NHA, and the osteoblasts on the PLGA/NHA (10%) scaffolds showed significant difference. The osteoblasts on both PLGA/NHA (5%) and PLGA/NHA (10%) scaffolds showed no significant difference in the first week but showed significant difference in the second week.

**Cell Morphology**

Round discs were cut from thick cylindrical scaffolds, and MSCs were used to examine the effects of cell behaviors in the scaffolds obtained from our fabrication method. Figure 14 shows ESEM images of the cells cultured for 4 days on the interior surfaces of the scaffold. Control MSCs exhibited a fibroblastic morphology with spindle cell bodies morphologically. After 4 days induction, cells became pyknic, projecting pseudopods into the micropores of PLGA/NHA scaffolds. It is very interesting to see that the MSCs cultured on the PLGA/NHA scaffold had undergone some degree of proliferation and fully covered the inner surface of the PLGA/NHA scaffold. The MSCs/scaffold composite offers a promising approach to restore the bone.

![Figure 13. The (ALP) activity of the osteoblasts cultured on PLGA/NHA composite porous scaffolds.](image-url)
DISCUSSION

The present studies described a phase separation technique to fabricate PLGA/NHA composite scaffolds with high porosity and controlled pore architecture and the MSCs were cultured on these scaffolds.

The ultimate porous morphology of a scaffold, including pore size, pore shape, and porosity, is determined by the thermodynamic state of the solution prior to freeze-drying. Phase separation is induced by bimodal or spinodal decomposition on the basis of the location of the system in the miscibility gap in the phase diagram. In this article, different solvent systems were used to obtain scaffolds with different microstructures and properties. When mixed solvent (1,4-dioxane/water) was used to prepare PLGA solutions, a liquid–liquid phase separation was induced and this process dominated the final pore structure of the system [34], resulting in interconnected pore architecture. Although Nam and Park [35] indicated that with the increase of water content in system, larger quenching depth allowed the system to continue on the coarsening process to further reduce the interfacial free energy between two phases separated in earlier stage, which may result in larger pores for scaffold made from phase separation; the results in this article does not seem to be consistent with it. In contrast, consistent with the results of Hua et al.’s [32] research, increasing the water content in the solvent caused the sedimentation boundary to shift to higher polymer concentration which have high viscosity hindering phase separation.

Figure 14. ESEM micrographs of cell proliferation in PLGA/NHA (10%) scaffolds.
So the PLGA scaffold prepared from PLGA solution (85/15 mixed solvent) with high viscosity shows irregular and small pores. In addition, PLGA solution (85/15 mixed solvent) has to be coarsened at 28°C in order to prevent the formation of polymer gel due to the partial crystallization of PLGA at low temperature.

The polymer concentration has great effect on the morphology of scaffold. As mentioned earlier, the pore size of the obtained scaffolds are related directly to the sizes of the diluent droplets, which coalesce with each other and integrate into bigger droplet by Brownian motion in coarsening process. According to Binder–Stauffer (BS) mechanism [36], which is the widely used theory on the droplet coarsening behavior so far, the mean radius $R$ of the new droplet formed through collision and coalescence is a function of the cubic root of the viscosity of the solution $\eta$.

\[
R^3 = k_d \left( \frac{k_B T}{5 \pi \eta} \right) t
\]

where $T$ is the temperature, $\eta$ is the viscosity, $k_B$ is Boltzmann’s constant and $k_d$ is a constant ($k_d = 6 \Phi_d \Phi_d$ is the volume fraction of the minority phase). Therefore, the droplet size is affected by the viscosity of the PLGA solution and decreased when the polymer concentration increases from 8 to 10 wt.%.

The results can be explained as follows: with the concentration of PLGA solution increased, the viscosity of the PLGA/NHA solution is also increased, which hinders the chains’ motion of the polymer and increases its viscosity indirectly. Also the NHA particles disturb and obstruct the collision and coalescence of the droplets of diluents, and hence reduces the pore sizes of the sample prepared. This indicates that the droplets of the diluents grow up as a function of coarsening time. As the system is aged at preset temperature, small droplets gradually increase in size. This is also consistent with function (2).

Coarsening temperature has double-faced effects on the products’ microstructure (Figure 7). On the one hand, the low viscosity caused by high temperature or low polymer concentration promotes the collision and coalescence of droplets, and hence increases the pore size. On the other hand, the final porous morphology of the scaffold also depends on the thermodynamic state of the solution and the kinetic control, while the thermodynamic driving force for phase separation at a particular PLGA concentration and 1,4-dioxane/water composition is dominated by the quenching depth (the temperature difference between cloud-point temperature and coarsening temperature). So, in this aspect, the lower
the temperature is, the stronger the driving force will be, and the phase separation will occur more early and effectively, which increases the pore sizes consequently. In conclusion, these two kinds of effects have competitive influence on the final structure and morphology of the scaffolds made from phase separation. That is why the PLGA/NHA solution quenching at 5°C has larger driving force for phase separation, while the scaffold made from it shows irregular and small pores. It’s the competitive results of the two factors mentioned earlier.

The cloud-point of 10 wt.% PLGA solution in 1,4-dioxane/water (87/13 by weight) is 19°C as shown in Figure 2. The 5°C coarsening temperature gives rise to 14°C quenching depth, while the 9°C one causes a 10°C one. It seems that the former will result in bigger pores with more powerful thermodynamic driving force than the other. But it is the latter that has an irregular and interconnected microstructure in fact. This indicates that the viscosities of the polymer solution dominate the morphology of final products in PLGA/NHA system, when the polymer concentration is relatively high and coarsening temperature is relatively low. The NHA powders added into the solution also greatly affects the integration of diluent droplets by the Brownian motion in the coarsening process. And the morphology development during phase separation under this thermodynamic driving force can be controlled by adjusting the coarsening time.

Enhanced cell culture on the PLGA/NHA scaffolds may result from the direct contact of seeded cells with the NHA particles exposed on the scaffold surface, which stimulate the cell proliferation and osteogenic differentiation [37,38]. The ALP activity on the PLGA scaffold without NHA showed slight changes during the culture period in vitro, while the ALP activity on the PLGA/NHA scaffolds displayed significant changes during the 2-week culture period, which may be due to the fact that ALP is an early marker for osteogenic differentiation and usually peaks early. After seeded for 4 days, MSCs cultured on the PLGA/NHA scaffold had undergone some degree of proliferation and fully covered the inner surface of the PLGA/NHA scaffold.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Regular and highly interconnected macroporous (100–150 μm) PLGA/NHA scaffolds was prepared by TIPS techniques. The influence of solvent composition, polymer concentration, coarsening temperature, and time as well as NHA content on microstructure and properties of the composite scaffolds prepared was studied. A series of characteristic interconnected open pore microstructures with pore sizes ranging from
several microns to a few hundred microns were created. The pore size of the PLGA/NHA scaffolds decreases with the increase of PLGA concentration and HA content. The mechanical properties and water absorption ability of the composite scaffolds are enhanced greatly because of the introduction of NHA. PLGA/NHA scaffolds exhibited significantly higher cell growth, alkaline phosphatase activity than PLGA scaffolds, especially the PLGA/NHA scaffolds with 10 wt.% NHA. These results suggest that the newly developed PLGA/NHA composite scaffolds may serve as an excellent 3D substrate for cell attachment and migration in bone tissue engineering.
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